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Knights of time past, Knights of the forgotten old
code, A time of kings, queens hope a magical time.
Rare men of pure hearts honor discipline, Selfsacrifice, courage, integrity, loyalty Most important,
the ability to love one soul, One heart to stay true to
one woman in this Life 'til the next... The heart of the
knight.
What efforts did the dragon awakening protagonist
make what are the reasons for the extinction of the
dragon race why are the dragons so afraid of a little
wolf to see the protagonist with the wolf and the
dragon in the magic of the land flying in the sky
Hazard's Register of Pennsylvania
Volume 1
The Noble Knights of Beany Weany
Marked by Honor
The Knights of the Cross
A Knights of the Board Room Series Novella
"It is in the very first rank of imaginative and
historical romance. The time and scene of the noble
story are laid in the middle ages during the conquest of
Pagan Lithuania by the military and priestly order of
the "Krzyzacy" Knights of the Cross. And the story
exhibits with splendid force the collision of race
passions and fierce, violent individualities which
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accompanied that struggle. Those who read it will, in
addition to their thrilling interest in the tragical and
varied incidents, gain no little insight into the origin
and working of the inextinguishable race hatred
between Teuton and Slav. It was an unfortunate thing
surely, that the conversion of the heathen Lithuanians
and Zmudzians was committed so largely to that
curious variety of the missionary, the armed knight,
banded in brotherhood, sacred and military. To say
the least, his sword was a weapon dangerous to his
evangelizing purpose. He was always in doubt whether
to present to the heathen the one end of it, as a cross
for adoration, or the other, as a point to kill with. And
so, if Poland was made a Catholic nation, she was also
made an undying and unalterable hater of the
German, the Teutonic name and person."--Goodreads
The true knights of the Middle Ages were passionate
about their faith, their relationship with Christ, and
their dedication to living by the virtues of Scripture.
The order of knighthood was esteemed by all, pursued
by many, yet held by only few. The lifestyles, virtues,
and commitments held by these knights—who were half
warriors and half priests—were second to none in the
medieval era, as well as today. The order of
knighthood provided a code to live by—a set of
guidelines and practices that instilled honor, strength,
and valor. This same order also served to set their lives
on a track that helped safeguard them against selfinflicted trouble and heartache, insuring they could
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enjoy God's best for their lives.
Heart of a Knight
An Historical Romance
American Historical and Literary Curiosities
The Historic Mansions and Buildings of Philadelphia
Devoted to the Preservation of Facts and Documents
and Every Other Kind of Useful Information
Respecting the State of Pennsylvania
The Awaken Dragons
Got trouble with aliens? Call the Alien Hunters. This bundle
includes all three novels in this fast-paced, sci-fi adventure.
BOOK 1: Alien Hunters -- The skelkrins. Predators from deep
space. Creatures of claws, fangs, and malice. Riff and his
crew are the Alien Hunters, ragtag mercenaries who travel
the galaxy, trapping and removing cosmic critters. They're
just galactic pest controllers, not an army. When the
skelkrins attack, will the Alien Hunters be the ones hunting
aliens . . . or will aliens hunt them? BOOK 2: Alien Sky -- The
Singularity. The day the machines gained awareness. The day
they turned cruel. The robotic fleet swarms across the
galaxy, slaying all in its path. The Alien Hunters--outgunned,
outsmarted, outclassed--fly up to meet these killer robots.
The battle between life and machine begins. BOOK 3: Alien
Shadows -- On a dead planet orbiting a black hole, shadows
stir. Some call them ghosts, others merely figments of the
imagination. As these astral beings spread across the
cosmos, the Alien Hunters stare into the darkness of deepest
space . . . and find terror.
1363 A.D. Lady Beatrice Bordel loses her mother and
grandfather on the same day, leaving her penniless. With no
protector and no prospects for marriage, her future is dismal.
Hoping her grandfather's oldest friend will take her in,
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Beatrice journeys north and is set upon by a band of
highwaymen. All seems lost--until Sir Raynor Le Roux arrives.
Raynor nurses a broken heart as he returns to his home. He
comes upon a scene of horror in the woods and rescues a
beautiful woman who stirs strong emotions within him.
When he learns that Lady Beatrice travels to her betrothed
and is alone in the world, the code of chivalry that guides
Raynor's life compels him to escort her so that she may
marry her intended. But Beatrice has told Raynor a white lie,
trying to protect herself, even as she is drawn to the
handsome knight. As their growing attraction turns to love,
her dishonesty stands in the way. Will Beatrice admit to her
deception and tell Raynor the truth--or will this chivalrous
knight turn away from the women he desires? Join Raynor
and Beatrice as they travel toward their inevitable
destination of love.
Nathan Hale and John André
Notes on Duels and Duelling
Knights of the Cross; Or, Krzyzacy
Living Today with the Virtues of Ancient Knighthood
Alien Hunters: A Space Opera Trilogy
Knights of Honor, Book 2
Welcome to Book 6 in the bestselling KNIGHTS OF
HONOR series! 1381 A.D. - As the Peasants' Rebellion
spreads throughout England, King Richard counts on
Sir Ancel de Montfort to restore order in Kent and
Essex. The king commands Ancel to secure Highfield,
an estate near London, and houses royal troops there
to defend the area. Lady Margery Ormond flees
Highfield as the uprising begins and members of her
noble family are slaughtered. Sir Ancel rescues her in
the midst of battle and returns Margery to her home,
swearing to protect her. Margery loses her heart to
the dashing knight and is thrilled when the king
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decides to reward Ancel by gifting him with Highfield
and marriage to Margery. But Margery's stepbrother,
Thurstan Vivers, escaped the peasants' onslaught and
arrives unexpectedly to claim his inheritance-and
control of Margery's fate. Can Ancel find a way to wed
the woman he loves, despite Vivers' plan to sell
Margery to the highest bidder? Join Ancel and Margery
as they seek an answer that will allow them to unite
in holy matrimony.
The Ugly Knight is a story of truth, honor, and valor. It
imparts to the reader that there is more value in a
good heart than ones appearance. It is an adventure
of the most unlikely ugly of knights, who set out on a
quest to save the day. In return for his pure heart and
unselfish intentions, he is rewarded with more than
his heart could ever have imagined.
Word of Honor
Consisting of Fac-similes of Original Documents
Relating to the Events of the Revolution, &c. &c. with
a Variety of Reliques, Antiquities, and Modern
Autographs
Or, Krzyżacy; Historical Romance
Proceedings of the Annual Conclave of the Grand
Commandery Knights Templar of the State of
Mississippi
The Heart of the Knight
The Knights of the Holy Grail

On the great influence of a valiant lord:
"The companions, who see that good
warriors are honored by the great lords for
their prowess, become more determined to
attain this level of prowess." On the lady
who sees her knight honored: "All of this
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makes the noble lady rejoice greatly within
herself at the fact that she has set her mind
and heart on loving and helping to make
such a good knight or good man-at-arms."
On the worthiest amusements: "The best
pastime of all is to be often in good
company, far from unworthy men and from
unworthy activities from which no good can
come." Enter the real world of knights and
their code of ethics and behavior. Read how
an aspiring knight of the fourteenth century
would conduct himself and learn what he
would have needed to know when traveling,
fighting, appearing in court, and engaging
fellow knights. Composed at the height of
the Hundred Years War by Geoffroi de
Charny, one of the most respected knights
of his age, A Knight's Own Book of Chivalry
was designed as a guide for members of the
Company of the Star, an order created by
Jean II of France in 1352 to rival the English
Order of the Garter. This is the most
authentic and complete manual on the dayto-day life of the knight that has survived
the centuries, and this edition contains a
specially commissioned introduction from
historian Richard W. Kaeuper that gives the
history of both the book and its author,
who, among his other achievements, was
the original owner of the Shroud of Turin.
"A fun, fast-paced space adventure... as
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action-packed as Star Wars or Battlestar
Galactica." -- Jeff Bryan, author of Ellie
Jordan, Ghost Trapper "Arenson has brought
fun back to space opera. If you love Firefly
or Guardians of the Galaxy, you'll dig this."
-- Colin F. Barnes, author of Hollow Space
The skelkrins. Predators from deep space.
Creatures of claws, fangs, and unending
malice. They swarm across the galaxy,
slaying all in their path. Planets burn in
their wake. And now they're heading to
Earth. Raphael "Riff" Starfire commands the
Alien Hunters, a group of scruffy
mercenaries. Galactic pest controllers, they
mostly handle small critters--aliens that
clog up your engine pipes, gnaw on your
hull, or burrow through your silos. Riff and
his crew have never faced anything like the
skelkrins before. As these cosmic killers
invade our solar system, will Riff be the one
hunting aliens . . . or will aliens hunt him?
ALIEN HUNTERS -- a free space opera, alien
invasion adventure for fans of Star Wars,
Firefly, and Guardians of the Galaxy.
Alien Hunters
A Translation of El Libro del Cavallero Zifar
Bold in Honor
Notes on Duels and Duelling ... Third edition
The Pictorial Field-book of the Revolution
Ten Principles for Raising Honorable,
Courageous, and Compassionate Boys
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1351 A.D. - Betrothed from a young age,
Merryn Mantel and Geoffrey de Montfort are
that rare couple-a love match. They spend
five long years apart when Geoffrey leaves
England to fight against the French.
Geoffrey returns after the English victory
at Poitiers, and he and Merryn wed. They
spend one blissful night consummating
their love, looking forward to a promising
future together. Yet Geoffrey vanishes the
next day. Merryn is left lonely and
confused as she clings to the hope that
one day her husband will come back to her.
Geoffrey finally returns almost seven
years later. This new Geoffrey is a
stranger to Merryn. He refuses to reveal
where he has been and why he stayed away
from the woman he loved. Will her
husband's silence create a rift too large
to heal, or can Geoffrey and Merryn
recapture the love they once shared? Join
Geoffrey and Merryn as they fight for the
love both have held in their hearts
despite their years apart.
The Book of the Knight Zifar (or Cifar),
Spain's first novel of chivalry, is the
tale of a virtuous but unfortunate knight
who has fallen from grace and must seek
redemption through suffering and good
deeds. Because of a curse that repeatedly
deprives him of that most important of
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knightly accoutrements—his horse—Zifar and
his family must flee their native India
and wander through distant lands seeking
to regain their rank and fortune. A series
of mishaps divides the family, and the
novel follows their separate
adventures—alternatively heroic, comic,
and miraculous—until at length they are
reunited and their honor restored. The
anonymous author of Zifar based his early
fourteenth-century novel on the medieval
story of the life of St. Eustacius, but
onto this trunk he grafted a surprising
variety of narrative types: Oriental tales
of romance and magic, biblical stories,
moralizing fables popular since the Middle
Ages, including several from Aesop, and
instructions in the rules of proper
knightly conduct. Humor in the form of
puns, jokes, and old proverbs also runs
through the novel. In particular, the
foolish/wise Knave offers a comic contrast
to the heroic Knight, whom he must
continually rescue through the application
of common sense. Zifar was to have an
important influence on later Spanish
literature, and perhaps on Cervantes'
great tale of a knight and his squire, Don
Quixote. All those with an interest in
Spanish literature and medieval life will
be grateful for Mr. Nelson's excellent
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translation, which brings to life this
extraordinary early novel.
A Medieval Romance
The Knights of the Cross, or, Krzyzacy
Honor & Roses
The Two Spies
The Knights of Seven Lands
A Free Space Opera Novel
1375 A.D. - When Sir Christopher "Kit" Emory's beloved
mother falls ill, he decides to seek the help of someone he
met briefly at the royal court years ago-Lady Alys de
Montfort, a renowned healer despite her young age. While
traveling to her home at Kinwick Castle, Kit is accosted by
a band of highwayman, who beat and rob him, leaving him
to die. Fortunately, an escort party comes across him and
Lady Alys insists they take the stranger home so she can
use her skill in the healing arts to save his life. The man
awakens and has no memory of his identity, but Alys
believes he might be Kit Emory, a young man she'd met
once when she was a young girl. Kit comforted her when
the queen died and Alys never forgot his kindness to her.
Alys does what she can to jog Kit's memory, even as she
struggles with her growing attraction to him, knowing Kit
was betrothed and must now be wed. Kit also finds his
desire deepening for Alys, but he doesn't know his own
name, much less if he has a wife or family. Until he recalls
who he is, he refuses to commit his heart to Alys.Once Kit
regains his memory and realizes he is free to pursue Alys,
their road to love is anything but smooth. Join Kit and
Alys as they overcome events that continue to tear them
apart and threaten the love they have for one another.
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The romance of Sienkiewicz in this volume is perhaps the
most interesting and fascinating he has yet produced. It is
in the very first rank of imaginative and historical
romance. The time and scene of the noble story are laid in
the middle ages during the conquest of Pagan Lithuania by
the military and priestly order of the "Krzyzacy" Knights
of the Cross. And the story exhibits with splendid force the
collision of race passions and fierce, violent individualities
which accompanied that struggle. Those who read it will,
in addition to their thrilling interest in the tragical and
varied incidents, gain no little insight into the origin and
working of the inextinguishable race hatred between
Teuton and Slav. It was an unfortunate thing surely, that
the conversion of the heathen Lithuanians and Zmudzians
was committed so largely to that curious variety of the
missionary, the armed knight, banded in brotherhood,
sacred and military. To say the least, his sword was a
weapon dangerous to his evangelizing purpose. He was
always in doubt whether to present to the heathen the one
end of it, as a cross for adoration, or the other, as a point
to kill with. And so, if Poland was made a Catholic nation,
she was also made an undying and unalterable hater of the
German, the Teutonic name and person.
The Register of Pennsylvania
Book One of the Kingdom of Everjoy Chronicles
Proceedings of the ... Annual Session of the Supreme
Lodge, Knights of Honor
A Story of Truth, Honor and Valor
American Historical and Literary Curiosities; consisting
of facsimiles of original documents relating to the events
of the revolution, ... With a variety of reliques, antiquities,
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and modern autographs, collected and edited by J. J.
Smith ... and J. F. Watson ... assisted by an association of
American antiquarians. (Part 1. Second edition.).
The Book of the Knight Zifar
The Kingdom of Everjoy is in crisis! King Daddidoo needs to
replace his lazy, goofball guards and begins a valiant search
for the noblest in the land. Who will it be!? Join the quest with
the Stinkypoos, Princess Betterthanyu, and more - as they
race to grow the "best of all tree" from the potted beans.
"Sprout your flowers, don't be teeny - grow, grow, GROW!"
But aha - be wise. Just when you think you've figured it out, a
surprise may arise that cancels all doubt! Plus, as an added
bonus - the pages are filled with over 30+ secret items the
Jester has hidden throughout... and puzzles, backstories,
websites, sing-a-long songs with audio (enhanced
audiobook), and so much more! This is Book One of the
Kingdom of Everjoy Chronicles - a much anticipated,
delightful children's series that is set in adventurous medieval
times, yet embraces our multi-ethnic, multi-generational world
with timeless and cherished morals. Each book is full with
readable prose for all ages, hilarious humor, a moral value
(honesty, integrity, hard work, compassion, etc.) and the
memorable tales of the Kingdom. The trumpets have
announced your arrival! Enjoy your journey within the
Kingdom of Everjoy. "The wait is over! You'll grab your belly
in whimsical delight as the courageous Noble Knights stun
the kingdom in the this lyrical adventure of Beany Weany.
Great fun, deep laughs, and broad smiles await!" [Dan D.
Lyons - The New York Thymes] "Bound to be a family
favorite. The Noble Knights of Beany Weany are ready to
capture your heart in honor and fill your home with children
singing it's catchy tune... over and over... and over...until you
find yourself walking the isles of the grocery store Page 12/18
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unknowingly humming the same."[Anita Publeeshir - The
Washington Boast]
Forbidden flames burn brightest… The knight Alric of
Hawksmere has endured years of war and survived dozens of
battles in the service of the king. A new challenge awaits him
when he returns home to renew his bond with a childhood
friend. Alric instead discovers she is now a spirited woman of
rare beauty whose kiss makes his blood burn. But the lady
Cecily de Vere has been offered in marriage to another man,
and Alric‘s duty is to escort her to the wedding. Cecily wants
to behave as a proper lady. But she yearns for her childhood
flame and knows he shares the same desire. When a sudden
twist of fortune puts Cecily in mortal danger, Alric takes an
unimaginable risk to rescue her. Left alone in the wild, Alric
and Cecily must make a choice that will change their lives
forever. The first book in the Swordcross Knights: A series of
full-length historical romance novels set in the vivid and
beguiling world of medieval Britannia.
With Some Notice of Their Owners and Occupants
Honor Bound
Knights of Christ
Official Record of Proceedings of ... Convention of the
Supreme Lodge, Knights of Pythias
Knights in Training
A Solution of the Boy Problem

First Knights includes four medieval
romance series starters from the Queen
of Medieval Romance, Claire Delacroix.
Be swept away to a realm of pageantry
and chivalry, where each knight
competes for his lady’s favor, each
lady knows her heart’s desire—and love
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conquers all. Included in this digital
bundle are four first-in-series
medieval romances: One Knight
Enchanted, The Princess, The Beauty
Bride and The Crusader’s Bride. In One
Knight Enchanted—book #1 of the Rogues
& Angels series—Annelise seeks refuge
at a keep when she is separated from
her party and pursued by hungry wolves.
The price of admission is marriage to
its mysterious lord, and she
agrees—only to find herself in a
luxurious palace, and seduced by her
secretive spouse. Her new husband
believes he is doomed, but Annelise
knows that love can conquer all. Can
she save her husband from the curse
placed upon him, or will breaking her
promise to him cost any chance to win
his wary heart? In The Princess—book #1
of the Bride Quest series—Brianna is
obliged to choose one of three brothers
as her husband. Instead, she challenges
them, vowing to wed the one who brings
her a gift that makes her laugh. She
has no intention of laughing at all,
but one brother, Luc, declines to
follow her whim. Sparks fly between the
willful princess and the disillusioned
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knight after his brothers depart, and
from this battle of wills, an
unexpected love dawns. When the other
knights return, will Luc take up his
sword again to defend the maiden who
has claimed his heart, or will Brianna
be compelled to wed another? In The
Beauty Bride—book #1 of the Jewels of
Kinfairlie series—Madeline flees her
arranged marriage to the notorious
outlaw Rhys FitzHenry, only to be
pursued and seduced by her stubborn
betrothed. Is she just a possession to
this man who wants a son above all
else, or can she capture his love for
her own? Why does Rhys tell her so many
stories, and what do they reveal about
her enigmatic husband’s hidden heart?
In The Crusader’s Bride—book #1 of the
Champions of St. Euphemia series—the
widow Ysmaine makes a marriage of
convenience, accepting the offer of a
Templar knight in Jerusalem who is
leaving the order to return to France.
When their party is attacked, Ysmaine
learns that Gaston carries a secret
treasure in trust for the Templars,
Ysmaine knows that her new husband’s
survival may depend upon her
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assistance—and that this man of honor
has stolen her heart. Can she persuade
him of the merit of love and trust
before it’s too late? The First Knights
digital boxed set includes four
thrilling series starters by Claire
Delacroix, bursting with medieval
romance, adventure, suspense, and love
everlasting. Be swept away to Claire’s
medieval world in this introduction to
four of her medieval romance series
today! *** beauty and the beast,
medieval romance, historical romance,
romantic suspense, first in series,
series starters, knight, protector,
Templar, guardian, arranged marriage,
marriage of convenience, enemies to
lovers, friends to lovers, love
unexpected, widow, maiden, action
adventure, band of brothers, outlaw,
renegade, hidden heir, mistaken
identity
Nothing stands between a Master and the
submissive he loves...When not called
up by the National Guard, Peter Winston
is a successful businessman, part of
the K&A management team. Like the other
four members, he's also a sexual
Dominant, adept at bringing a woman to
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pleasurable surrender. The night before
he heads out on his second Afghanistan
tour, he meets Dana, a sexual
submissive who gets into his head and
heart the way no woman ever has. But
Dana is also an Army sergeant. It will
be over a year before they see one
another again, and when they do, she's
suffered injuries that took her sight
and will to live. With the creative use
of a corset and the talents of the
other K&A males, Peter sets the stage
for another special night for them,
knowing that only a submissive's
willingness to trust her Master will
bring her back to love and life again.
Heart of Honor
The Two Spies: Nathan Hale and John
André
The Ugly Knight
A Knight's Own Book of Chivalry
Four Medieval Romance Series Starters
Bringing chivalry back into our modern-day world,
this book shows us how to inspire today's generation
of young boys to pursue honor, courage, and
compassion. In an age when respect and honor
seem like distant and antiquated relics, how can we
equip boys to pursue valor and courageously put the
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needs of others before their own? This book helps
parents to inspire their boys by captivating their
imagination and honoring their love for adventure.
Heather Haupt explores how knights historically lived
out various aspects of the knights' Code of Chivalry,
as depicted in the French epic Song of Roland, and
how boys can embody these same ideals now.
When we issue the challenge and give boys the
reasons why it is worth pursuing, we step forward on
an incredible journey towards raising the kind of
boys who, just like the knights of old, make an
impact in their world now and for the rest of their
lives.
In 1351, Lady Elizabeth D'Auvers returns from exile
to her ancestral English castle and finds it managed
by a knight errant whose courage and looks attract
her but whose secrets make her tremble. Original.
First Knights
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